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UPCOMING EVENTS
**18 February, DaVinci Night Out/Membership Meeting, IHOP (AP Thruway), 6:30 PM
**20 February, Away Mission to See “My Fair Lady”, AMC 13, 6:30 PM
** 24 February, Columbus Toy & Comic Book Show, Space Science Center, 11:00 AM

FROM THE CENTER SEAT

Greetings All!
The first thing I wish to remind all of you is to please check your expiration dates in the
DaVinci and Starfleet. That information can be found later in the Pilot. If your expiration date is
highlighted in black it means your membership is nearing expiration. If highlighted in red, your
membership has expired. It may even say “Expired” under the Starfleet column. If your
DaVinci membership is highlighted in red it means that your may not receive the next issue of
the Pilot with all its fun-fill facts (you have 2 months from your expiration to renew) .If you do
join or rejoin Starfleet PLEASE let me know. I may keep sending you reminders even though
you may have renewed. It may upset you and will certainly embarrass me. Oh, as a reminder,
remember the DaVinci membership discount for Starfleet members is no longer. With the new
cost of a Starfleet membership being so inexpensive (cut in half in most cases) the reason for
the discount in no longer an issue – that is, to help a family offset the cost of the Starfleet
membership. Thanks.
Also, I get a lot of email from the crew asking where, when, and/or what time events are to
take place. Folks, all that information can be found on the second page of the Pilot with more
detailed information in my article. Also, I always send a reminder with all the pertinent
information so please pay attention to those. If changes do occur – as they sometimes do – I will
always send out the new information to the crew.
For those of you without email, you will be contacted by Todd Kes, our Communications
Officer, so please check your voice mail. If you are not getting his messages it could be for any
one of several reasons – your mail box may be full, you have recently changed your phone
number, or for some reason a message was left but you are not getting it. What is important to
remember is that you do receive the Pilot and know exactly when, where, and what time events
are taking place so PLEASE let me or Todd know if you can or cannot make it. Todd should not
have to make calls unless a change is necessary. Thanks.
Okay, enough of the grumbling and on to fun things! One of the films we watched at our funfilled New Year’s Eve 50’s Sci-Fi marathon was “Creature from the Black Lagoon”. That film
had two sequels “Revenge of the Creature” and “The Creature Walks Among Us.” For our first
Pizza and a Movie Night of 2019 I decided to show “Revenge of the Creature”. We had our best
turn-out as 10 DaVinci members gathered at my house on 10 January to watch the classic
Universal film. Since it is called Pizza and a Movie the former was on the menu. There was 2
mushroom (El Fungi), two double pepperoni, and one double cheese pizzas. In addition Connie
whipped up some scones (cherry, blueberry, and combination of both). Dutch brought a
pumpkin pie and some apple pie Oreos and so there was no shortage of food for the attendees.
We had a fun time and most folks were out the door by 8:15 PM. Check out the photos!

The January Pizza and a Movie film and Lisa and Connie watch and enjoy the pizza.

So too are Diane and Russell and Dutch, Steve, and Joe.

Sandra stops watching to pose for a photo and Todd and Freddy enjoy the pizza and film.

Russell feeds Diane some of the pumpkin pie and most of the crew (sorry Sandra, Todd, and
Connie) at our 7th Pizza and a Movie Night!
Just a couple days later we had our annual turn-in of tabs to the Ronald McDonald House. A
small group (just 9 of us) of die-hard DaVinci personnel met at Golden Corral at 9:00 AM for a
delicious breakfast. For a change we were able to sit in the private room which made it more
pleasant for conversation. Following the stuffing of our stomachs, we proceeded to drive to the
Ronald McDonald House for the turn-in of the 35,000 tabs we collected last year. We were
pretty much in and out in less than 10 minutes once the obligatory photos were taken. A BIG
Bajoran thanks to all who came out.
As an early reminder, the Pie Party will take place at our 23rd anniversary party in March
(date TBD). Enjoy the photos from all the fun.

Waiting for folks to arrive are Connie, Jeff, and Martha and Sandra, Lisa, and Steve.

Waiting to pay are Lisa, Sandra, Connie, and Jeff as well as Joe and Todd.

Martha and Jeff head for the room while Lisa helps herself to the buffet.

Also hitting the buffet line are Connie and Martha and Jeff.

Enjoying a delicious breakfast are Joe, Lisa, and Todd and Steve, Jeff, and Martha.

Sandra and Joe pose for a photo as too does Freddy and Connie (the folks in the back like it).

The DaVinci crew at Golden Corral and Steve and Connie set up the table at the Ronald
McDonald House.

The DaVinci crew inside and outside the Ronald McDonald House for our annual tab turn-in!
Next up on the agenda was our monthly Night Out and Membership meeting. We met at
Country Road Buffet in the lower level of the Landings. This was our first visit to this
restaurant and the 13 DaVinci members that attended were not disappointed. It was great to see
Gregory (scooter and all), who attended his first DaVinci event in quite a while, as he was well
enough following surgery on his foot. Randy and Sandye were also in attendance as was Scott
who, unfortunately, had a change of his work schedule and may not be at anymore Night Outs
but, in true DaVinci spirit, he asked his boss for the night off so he could attend. Talk about
dedication!
After everyone had finished their meals, I presented Gregory with his door prize drawing of
the year. His name was drawn from the hundred of tickets collected from all our 2018 events.
He won an autographed copy of Nichelle Nichols’ book Beyond Uhura. He was unable to
attend the Christmas party due to his surgery. He was lucky that Sandra and Wilbert were
unable to attend the Night Out or his book might just have not made it home with him!
I then announced that there would be no Captain’s Perks this month but thanks to Dutch at the
Space Science Center, I had a 2019 International Space Station calendars for all attendees. Yes,
there were a couple of groans for the lack of a Captain’s Perk but lots of oh and ahs when I
passed out the calendars. Once that was finished it was time for the drawing for the free meal. I
had Gregory do the honors and he drew Randy’s name! Randy was kind enough to donate the
$10.00 back to the DaVinci coffers.
Following all the drawings, I presented a couple of DaVinci Commendation Certificates to
some worthy individuals. The first certificate was presented to Todd for his representing the
DaVinci at the Valley Rescue Mission’s Christmas Day feeding of the less fortunate and
another certificate was presented to Russell for his organizing, hosting, and donating all the
prizes for the “Ferengi Let’s Make a Deal” game (a very big hit by the way) at our December
Christmas party. Congratulations to both long-time DaVinci crew members!
After all the excitement died down, folks stayed around for a bit of dessert and conversation
before heading out the door and home. Check out the photos below for all the excitement.

Waiting for more folks to arrive are Diane and Randy and Sandye and Joe.

Also waiting are Scott and Jeanne and Josh and Lisa.

Also anxious to hit the buffet line are Steve and Russell and Russell, Lisa, and Steve do just that!

Randy, Sandye, Jeanne, and Josh and Lisa at the buffet and Russell and Scott join them.

Jeanne and Josh at the buffet and Gregory and Freddy enjoy their meal.

Look what we won! Gregory finally receives his door prize of the year prize and Randy’s name
was drawn for the free meal!

Freddy presents Certificates of Commendation to Todd and Russell.

The DaVinci crew at our January Night Out/Membership meeting at Country Road Buffet!
A BIG Bajoran thanks to Randy for his generosity, Scott for his donation of tans, and to Steve
for his donation of coupons (sorted and counted!).
On a side note, before I arrived I went to Yelp just to see what folks thought of Country
Roads. Most of the reviews were very negative which made me worry that we had chosen a bad
location. Boy was I surprised at how good the food was. It was far from “tasteless” as some
reviewers commented. The buffet was much smaller than that you would find at Golden Corral
but because it is smaller the food is more down home and you cannot beat the price – less than
$8.00 (sans the drink). I particularly loved the Salisbury steak, green beans, and the rice. On the
dessert side, not so good was the peach cobbler but the banana pudding was not too bad. Other
folks had their favorites as well to include fried and baked chicken, catfish, mashed potatoes,
collard greens, and pinto beans.
I really though more folks would be interested in seeing “The Wizard of Oz” on the big screen.
Unfortunately there were only three of us attending (too bad because y’all missed a terrific
film). Well, there is always next month and “My Fair Lady”.
Next month there are three events on the table. The first is our Night Out/Membership meeting
at 6:30 PM on Monday, 18 February. We will be going to another new Night Out location, the

IHOP on Airport Thruway. Next at 6:30 PM on Wednesday, 20 February is an away mission to
see “My Fair Lady” at the AMC 13 Theaters. I hope the turn-out for this film is better than the
one for “Wizard of Oz”. The month will come to a close on Sunday, 24 February with the
Columbus Toy and Comic Book Show at the Coca-Cola Space Science Center. Due to some
fantastic remodeling and new exhibits, the DaVinci may not have a membership drive table but
Dutch as graciously arranged for a silent auction to take place in the Omnisphere Theater to
benefit the USS DaVinci! All proceeds from the silent auction will be going into the DaVinci’s
Latinum vault. Dutch will be asking vendors for donations so there should be a lot of great stuff
for you to bid on. If you have anything you wish to donate to the auction get it to either Dutch
or me. So be sure to attend the show and bid, bid, bid!
Until the next time - engage!
ADM Freddy Heller
Commanding Officer

PASSAGES
William Morgan Sheppard sometimes credited as W. Morgan Sheppard, a British actor who
played four characters throughout the Star Trek franchise has died. He was 86. He most recently
played the head minister of the Vulcan Science Council in 2009's Star Trek for which he did
not receive screen credit. He also played Ira Graves in the TNG episode “The Schizoid Man”,
the Klingon Commander in “Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country”, and as Osaai in the
Voyager episode “Bliss”.

As Ira Graves on TNG:
“The Schizoid Man”

As the Klingon Commander in “Star Trek VI:
The Undiscovered Country”

As Osaai on Voyager “Bliss”

As Vulcan Science Minister in Star Trek (2009)

Outside of Star Trek, Sheppard is perhaps best known for his role as Blank Reg on the
television series Max Headroom, which starred fellow Star Trek: The Next Generation guest
actor Matt Frewer in the title role. He is also known for his portrayal of Confederate General
Isaac Trimble in the films “Gettysburg” and “Gods and Generals.
Born in London, England, and educated in Ireland, Sheppard graduated from London's Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art in 1958. He then spent twelve years as Associate Artist with the
Royal Shakespeare Company. He is the father of fellow Star Trek: Voyager guest actor Mark A.
Sheppard, born in 1964.
In 1974, Sheppard appeared with future TNG co-star Patrick Stewart in a Royal Shakespeare
Company production of Antony and Cleopatra. The production was video-taped and aired on
US television in January 1975. Sheppard and Stewart worked together again on the films The
Doctor and the Devils (1985) and Lady Jane (1986) before reuniting for the TNG episode "The
Schizoid Man".
In addition to his Star Trek appearances, Sheppard portrayed two roles on the sci-fi series
Babylon 5 and was a runner-up for the role of Ambassador G'Kar on the show, though the role
eventually went to Andreas Katsulas. In addition, he had a recurring role as the holographic AI
program known as "The Professor" on the series seaQuest DSV. Additionally, Sheppard was
one of several Star Trek actors who voiced characters on the animated series Gargoyles. He
voiced several characters on this show, including the father of Jonathan Frakes' character, David
Xanatos.
In 2011, Sheppard appeared in Doctor Who, alongside his son who played a younger version
of the same character. This places W. Morgan Sheppard and Mark Sheppard among the small
number of actors who have appeared in both the Star Trek and Doctor Who franchises.
Sheppard died on 06 January, in a Los Angeles hospital, with his wife by his side.
Thanks to Memory Alpha for the information and photos.

NEWS YOU CAN USE!
The new rates for membership in Starfleet are in place and are a pretty good deal. NOTE:
There are no more paper memberships available. All memberships are electronic (via email).
If you are thinking of joining Fleet but the expense was too high, now is the time. If you do
join Fleet you are automatically promoted to Acting Ensign! The new Starfleet membership
rates are: Individual - $5; Family of 2 - $9; Family of 3 - $12; Family of 4 - $14; Family of 5 $16; and Family of 6 - $17. Paper membership certificates are no longer available – all
memberships are now completely digital. However, if you wish a paper certificate it will cost
you $3.00 for each one plus shipping. If you want a printed copy of the Starfleet handbook it
will cost you $8.00 plus shipping. If you are not in Starfleet, please give some thought about
joining this great organization!

TABULATIONS
Okay, so the year is starting out slow. Freddy is the top “tabber” so far with a whopping 166
tabs donated (thanks to folks at his church). I am sure that number will not hold up so…
Start saving tabs. We need to collect at least 45,700 tabs to hit 1.5 million total tabs collected!
As always, the tabs can come off any type can from pop to cat food to dog food to soup! Ask
your neighbors to save tabs for you; ask your church or other social group to save tabs. You will
be surprised as to how many tabs you can collect that way. Here are the totals as of press time:

Starting Balance
Freddy Heller
Scott Roop

Total

300
166
158

624

DAVINCI NIGHT OUT
The Night Out/Membership Meeting locations for 2019 were selected at our Thanksgiving get
together at Golden Corral. We also chose to alternate locations in case the original location falls
through. There are some great restaurants in store with a couple new locations and several we
had not been to in quite a while. I hope you will mark your calendars. Here are the 2018 Night
Out/Membership meeting locations:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Alternate #1
Alternate #2

Country Road Buffet **NEW**
IHOP (Airport Thruway) **NEW**
Shrimp Basket **NEW**
O’Charley’s
Olive Garden **UNIFORM NIGHT**
Panera Bread Company (Macon Road)
Shane’s Rib Shack
Buffalo Wild Wings
Denny’s **NEW**
Cheddar’s
Blue Iguana
Texas Roadhouse
Bojangles (Airport Thruway) **NEW**
Tavern on Main **NEW**

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
Here are just a few of the following DaVinci personnel, Star Trek celebrities, and historical
events that are celebrating birthdays or anniversaries in February.
Shuttle Columbia is Lost (2003)
Brent Spiner (Data on TNG)
First Soft Landing on Moon of Manmade Object (Luna 9 1959)
First Female Pilot of Shuttle (LTC Eileen Collins 1995)
First Russian Aboard US Spacecraft (Sergei Krikalev 1994)
First Successful Test-Firing of Titan Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (1959)
First Untethered Space Walk (McCandless & Stewart 1984)

1st
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
6th
7th

Ethan Phillips (Neelix on VOY)
Last 3-Man Crew of Skylab (Carr, Pogue, & Gibson) Return to Earth
Jerry Goldsmith (Composer)
Philip Anglim (Vedek Beareil)
Charles E. “Chuck” Yeager (Test Pilot)
Andrew Robinson (Elim Garak on DS9)
Simon Pegg (Montgomery Scott in Star Trek)
VADM Connie Heller
LeVar Burton (LTCMDR Geordi LaForge on TNG)
Dr. Wallace H. Carothers Receives a Patent for Nylon (1937)
Explorer 9 Satellite Launched (1961)
Vanguard 2 Carrying Meteorological Equipment Launched (1959)
Maiden Flight of the Shuttle “Enterprise” (1977)
Pluto is Discovered by Clyde W. Tombaugh in Flagstaff, AZ (1930)
Thomas Edison Received a Patent for his Phonographic Machine (1878)
MIR Orbital Station is Launched (1986)
First American to Orbit the Earth (John Glenn 1962)
Ranger 8 Crashes on Moon After Sending Back Thousands of Pictures (1965)
Shuttle Columbia Test Fires Its 3 Main Engines (1981)
Gary Lockwood (LT Gary Mitchell on TOS)
Martha Hackett (Seska on VOY)
Jeri Ryan (Seven of Nine on VOY)
Majel Barrett Roddenberry (Lwaxana Troi on TNG)
MCPT Scott Roop
Chase Masterson (Leeta the Dabo Girl on DS9)
Barbara Babcock (Voice of Loskene, Trelane’s Mother, Beta 5 Computer,
Mea 3, and Philana on TOS)
Double-Helix Structure of DNA Discovered (Watson & Crick, 1953)

8th
9th
10th
11th
13th
14th
14th
14th
16th
16th
16th
17th
18th
18th
19th
19th
20th
20th
20th
21st
21st
22nd
23rd
25th
27th
27th
28th

MEMBERSHIPS
Many of you do not know when your membership in the DaVinci and/or Starfleet is due for
renewal. So to help you remember, the following lists your family expiration dates. Please note
that if your name is highlighted in RED in the DaVinci column your membership has expired
and you need to renew as soon as possible to make sure you keep getting the Pilot every month.
If highlighted in BOLD your membership is nearing its expiration so please renew soon.
Thanks!

Name
Sandra Adams
Josh Ainsworth
Michael Allen
Steve Brown
Mackey Carter
David Craft
Dutch Cummings
Steve Cushing
Paul DeHart
Randy Dunn
Whitney Gaines
Freddy Heller
Karl Henry
Todd Kes
Jeff Kirkland
Leiko Koone
Everett Leonard
David Lindsey
Lech Mazur

DaVinci Starfleet
Name
DaVinci Starfleet
Jul 19
Jul 19 Margaret McGillicuddy Jul 19
Sep 19
Aug 19 Oct 19 Jeremiah Meadows
Jul 19
Jul 19
Jul-19
Jul 19 Lisa Monhead
Jul 19
Jul 19
Dec 19
Maria Morgan
May 22
Jan 21 Feb 19 Gregory Newer
Nov 19 Expired
May 19
Jul 19
Jul 19 Scott Norman
LTM
Jul 19
Jul 19 Sandra Okamoto
Aug 19
Dec 19 Dec 19 Randy Ortiz
Jul-22
Jul 19
Aug 19
Jul 19
Mar 19
Oct 19
Nov 19
Dec 18
Dec 18
Mar 19
Jul 19

Jan 20
Jul 20
Mar 19
Mar 19
Nov 19
Aug 19
Feb 19
Feb 19
Mar 19
Dec 19

Barbara Paul
Bill Paul
Joe Perry
Scott Roop
Russell Ruhland
Dennis Shaw
Thelma Shumpert
Gisela Stephens
Harold Stewart
Mike Walker
Natalei Zappala

Jul 21
Jul 21
Jul 19
Jul 19
Aug 19
Jul 19
Dec 19
LTM
Feb 19
Jul 19
Oct 19

Mar 20
Jan 20
Nov 19
May 19
Feb 20
Jan 20
Jan 20
May 19
Jul 20

AHOY! WELCOME ABOARD!
Welcome aboard to the following crew personnel who have recently joined (*) or renewed
their membership in the DaVinci (D) and/or Starfleet (S).
Paul DeHart (S)

THE NEXT DAVINCI NIGHT OUT AND
MEMBERSHIP MEETING WILL BE AT

IHOP (AIRPORT THRUWAY)
ON MONDAY 18 FEBRUARY AT 6:30 PM
COME FOR THE FOOD & FRIENDSHIP!!

LATINUM VAULT
Opening Balance
Sales
Postage

$70.13
$15.00
$8.15

Closing Balance

$76.98

VADM Connie Heller

DAVINCI T-SHIRTS
The new DaVinci t-shirts are in!! They are quite nice and I am sure they will go fast so make
sure you reserve yours today. The cost is very reasonable: YM to L ($11); XL ($12), 2X ($13),
3X ($14), and 4X ($15). I did order (I hope) enough of each size and this time around some
youth medium in each color. Oh, we still have a few of the older ones left and they can be
purchased at a slight discount. Here is what the new ones look like:

)
Operations

Science

Engineering

Here is what we currently have in stock:
Operations (Red)
Medium
2
Large
1
XL
4
2X
3
4X
1

Science (Blue)
Youth Medium
Small
Medium
Large
2X

1
1
2
3
3

Engineering (Yellow)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1
Medium
5
Large
3
XL/2X
1/1

We also have several of the older versions DaVinci shirts available for a discount – your
choice $7.00 each. Here is what we have: Operations (1 - medium); Science (1 - medium);
Engineering (1 - medium); Generic Gray (1 - medium and 2 – XL); and believe it or not we still
have two previously worn of our first gray t-shirts (medium) in stock for $3.00 each. If you
want any of the above t-shirts feel free to email or call me to reserve your size. I cannot hold it
forever so if you reserve a shirt, please pay as soon as possible. Thanks.
Do not forget that Jeff knows a woman that goes to his church that will embroider a DaVinci
logo on any t-shirt or polo for only a $10.00 fee. This is what it will look like:

You have to supply the item in any color you wish. Bring me the item and the $10.00 and I
will send them to Jeff who will then pass on the items to the embroiderer.

ACCOLADES
A BIG Bajoran thanks or congratulations go to:
Hal Stewart for his weekly donation of cans;
Steve Cushing for his donation of coupons, and;
Russell Ruhland and Paul DeHart for taking even more Starfleet Academy courses!

LINKS
Here are a few important web sites relevant to the DaVinci:

Craig’s List:
Starfleet Database
Starfleet Home Page:
Starfleet Region 2 Home Page:
USS DaVinci Home Page

http://columbusga.craigslist.org/grp
https://db.sfi.org
http://www.sfi.org/
http://region2.org/
http://www.ussdavinci.org/

USS DAVINCI IN PICTURES

The following is a trip down the USS DaVinci memory lane. Each month I will show a series
of photographs from our very beginning, as the Shuttle DaVinci, up until the present time.
Many of you will remember these faces. To others they will be complete strangers. But, they
made the USS DaVinci what it is today. Reminisce. If you have any photographs that you
would like to see published in the Pilot, feel free to send them to me with a brief explanation as
to who is in the photo and when and where it was taken. If I get a name wrong, please let me
know! Okay, here is Part I of our November 2007 Night Out/Membership Meeting at Panera
Bread Company.

Posing for a photo are Lech, James and Ariana, and Russell decides what to order.

Freddy and Ariana pose for a photo while Russell and Joe chat about – what else – Trek!

Diane and Ariana enjoy their sandwiches.

The DaVinci crew at Panara Bread Company
during our November 2007 Night Out (Russell
Joe, Lech, James, Ariana, and Diane)!

Next month: Part I of our December 2007 Security Bowling Meeting.

CARGO BAY

Receive $25 off Tax Preparation Fee!

Receive Free Drink with Adult Buffet Purchase!

DaVinci Members Receive a 20 % Discount!

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

DaVinci Members Receive a $20.00 Discount!

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

ONE MORE THING THEN DISMISSED!

Ultima Thule taken by the New Horizons spacecraft at 12:33 AM(EST)
on 01 January at a distance of 2,200 miles travelling at 32,000 MPH.

